Regarding amendment of ADN

Upon the request of the Ministry of Transport of Ukraine and in accordance with the competences of the Shipping Register of Ukraine, we would like to submit proposals of amendments of the Regulations annexed to ADN.

1. To add to ADN a provision concerning the special Certificate (and its models) for vessels which do not carry dangerous goods but may be used in one and the same convoy or side-by-side formation with vessels which do not carry such goods. This would take into account the existing ADN prescriptions concerning these vessels and the need to confirm the compliance with those prescriptions.

So, our proposal concerns barges and vessels which ensure the propulsion of the convoy.

The proposal is to add the relevant Certificate of approval for such vessels.

2. To include in marginals 10 381 and 210 381 as a separate paragraph,

a requirement that vessels should carry a certificate indicating particular dangerous goods allowed to be carried by such vessels.

The indication in such certificate of limitations concerning the dangerous goods allowed to be carried by it, would provide to use safely the vessels in accordance with the transitional provisions of ADN or, in the case of exemptions for a particular vessel, from certain provisions of the ADN rules.
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